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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Proofreading (2) 

A. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. 

1. Although Kerry did not feel well yesterday, she join the school 

musical performance.   

2. It is so excited to watch animated movies with friends.   

3. Jessica plays violin very good.   

4. Sabrina took a shower and go to bed half an hour ago.   

5. Tony loves read newspaper articles every day.   

6. The blue shirt is the more expensive among others.   

7. What is the different between iPhone 13 and iPhone 14?   

8. You can install this mobile app free for charge.   

9. “Please kept silent and enjoy the show,” said Mrs. Tsang.   

10. We are going to Donald’s home for birthday celebrate.   

11. “Do you have any idea?”   

12. Jacqueline always take care of her younger sister.   

13. The weather is not good now.  It seems that you do need to 

return to school today.   

14. “Please switch on your mobile phone when you are having exam.”   

15. I am surprising that you got the champion in the singing contest.   
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B. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. Put a “X” if there is 

no mistake. 

1 Dear Joseph,   

2  I am happy to share with you that I get the Outstanding Player   

3 Award in a basketball competion last Saturday.  My parents were   

4 at the scene and witness my achievement.  I am glad for that.   

5  In the beginning of the match, my team did not play well.  We   

6 always miss chances of obtaining points because we did not have    

7 much sense of team spirit.  Our opponent did well as they learn   

8 the important to cooperate with one another.  They had good   

9 plans and strategy to get points from us while we did not have any   

10 ideas for defense.   

11  After half time, we turned to be motivated upon having advice   

12 from our coach.  We teamed up together and aim at long distance   

13 shots, as well as got well prepared for close defense, so that we can   

14 bring the points of both teams closer.   

15  Finally, we lose the game, but it was memorable to me as I got    

16 the award because of my effort and my parents were proud to me.   

17 Best wish,   

18 Thomson   

~End~ 
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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION FORCE 

Primary 6 English 

Proofreading (2) Answers 

A. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. 

1. Although Kerry did not feel well yesterday, she join the school 

musical performance.  joined 

2. It is so excited to watch animated movies with friends.  exciting 

3. Jessica plays violin very good.  well 

4. Sabrina took a shower and go to bed half an hour ago.  went 

5. Tony loves read newspaper articles every day.  reading 

6. The blue shirt is the more expensive among others.  most 

7. What is the different between iPhone 13 and iPhone 14?  difference 

8. You can install this mobile app free for charge.  of 

9. “Please kept silent and enjoy the show,” said Mrs. Tsang.  keep 

10. We are going to Donald’s home for birthday celebrate.  celebration 

11. “Do you have any idea?”  ideas 

12. Jacqueline always take care of her younger sister.  takes 

13. The weather is not good now.  It seems that you do need to 

return to school today.  don’t (do not) 

14. “Please switch on your mobile phone when you are having exam.”  off 

15. I am surprising that you got the champion in the singing contest.  surprised 
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B. Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct answers. Put a “X” if there is 

no mistake. 

1 Dear Joseph,  X 

2  I am happy to share with you that I get the Outstanding Player  got 

3 Award in a basketball competion last Saturday.  My parents were  competition 

4 at the scene and witness my achievement.  I am glad for that.  witnessed 

5  In the beginning of the match, my team did not play well.  We  At 

6 always miss chances of obtaining points because we did not have   missed 

7 much sense of team spirit.  Our opponent did well as they learn  learnt 

8 the important to cooperate with one another.  They had good  importance 

9 plans and strategy to get points from us while we did not have any  strategies 

10 ideas for defense.  X 

11  After half time, we turned to be motivated upon having advice  X 

12 from our coach.  We teamed up together and aim at long distance  aimed 

13 shots, as well as got well prepared for close defense, so that we can  could 

14 bring the points of both teams closer.  X 

15  Finally, we lose the game, but it was memorable to me as I got   lost 

16 the award because of my effort and my parents were proud to me.  of 

17 Best wish,  wishes 

18 Thomson  X 

~End of Answers~ 
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